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V. Concluding remarks

Summary: The author analyses legal and regulatory environment of margin squeeze tests in Poland. Regulatory tools applied by the President of UKE in this field are discussed together with related controversies. Subsequently the European legal framework for margin squeeze tests and relevant positions of European institutions are analyzed. Conclusions in this regard form a basis for a critical assessment of solutions adopted by the regulator.
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Daria Kostecka-Jurczyk, Merger remedies in the consolidation process of H3G-Orange, H3G-o2 and Telefónica-E-Plus preventing monopolization of mobile telecommunications sector
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III. Remedies in the mobile telecommunication sector in the European Commission decisional practice
IV. Merger remedies and sector specific regulations
  1. The role of national regulators in the process of imposing remedies
  2. Sector specific regulations and merger control regulations
V. Conclusions

Summary: The aim of the paper is to analyze merger remedies applied by European Commission during consolidation of H3G-Orange, H3G-o2 i Telefónica-E-Plus. The article deals with efficiency of this tools used in mobile communications sector and relations between sector specific regulations and merger law. The paper also reveals problem of overlapping competences of national telecommunications regulators and competition authorities.
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Wojciech Dziomdziora, **Distance contracts for digital content which is not supplied on a tangible medium in the light of the Law on Consumer Rights**
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III. Trader’s information requirements
IV. The right of withdrawal
V. Final words

**Summary:** The Consumer Rights Act enters into force on 25.12.2014. The act implements into Polish law the Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on consumer rights. The paper addresses the new regulations on the trader’s information requirements and consumer’s right of withdrawal concerning distance contracts for digital content which is not supplied on a tangible medium. Author presents legislation and confronts it with various market practices.
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Mariusz Busilo, **The use of radio devices on the basis of a filing with the register in light of practice**

**Table of contents:**
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III. Problems connected with the implementation of the new solution
IV. Summary

**Summary:** For over two years, Polish law has permitted the use of radio devices that previously required radio permits on the basis of a filing with the register. However, telecommunications operators have not taken advantage of this solution. The article discusses practical doubts resulting from the analysis of the legislation in force.
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Stanisław Piątek, Paweł Piątek, **Anonymisation of data protected by telecommunications confidentiality**
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III. Legal grounds of anonymisation in the EU and national law
IV. Legal character of anonymisation of protected data
V. Conditions and results of anonymisation of protected data
VI. Anonymisation and pseudonymisation of data
VII. Conclusions
Summary: The goal of the article is the assessment of conditions concerning the utilization of data generated in telecommunications, processed by telecommunications operators, for other purposes than provision of telecommunications services, in a way that is not infringing rights and interests of data subjects. The article should demonstrate that national law implements the provisions of EU law concerning the protection of data processed in telecommunications in an inappropriate manner, limiting or even eliminating the admissibility of anonymising data. The analyze concerns anonymisation of personal data, transmission data, including location data, as well as data concerning location of the user, used for the provision of value added services.
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Ewa M. Kwiatkowska, The development of the Internet of Things – opportunities and threats
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Summary: The article provides the analysis of the Internet of Things (IoT), the concept of connecting not only people but also things. The opportunities and challenges of this communication technology for individuals, whole societies and business enterprises are discussed. Potential future application domains are reviewed, with particular emphasis on the healthcare sector, including pharmaceutical industry.
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Summary: The paper attempts to justify some extension of market concentration toward the necessity to stimulate facility-based competition. The first part encompasses theoretical foundations of market concentration and the role of regulation. Then, the asymmetric form of regulation is highlighted as well as the deregulation. The third part pictures the state of facility-based competition in Poland and the perspective of its stimulation.
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